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Dragon ball android 21 fanart

With the Dragon Ball expanding rapidly in both popularity and trade concepts, fans are getting all sorts of new ideas and inspirations for fan art and videos, fighting match discussions, power rankings, and all the other kinds of topics that typically come with the franchise. Today brings another particularly good example of what the Dragon
Ball fandom is doing with all this warm newness, as this pretty piece of fan art seen below comes from the steemanation of two of the newer female characters recently introduced to the franchise: ('-').。 oO(黒沢気になるなぁ... ) #ドラゴンボール #⼈造⼈間21号 pic.twitter.com/WNLO32BpwL— (け (@St62SVNExILF2p9) January 24, 2019
This fan art thinks what the result would be from an amalgam of Android 21, the female of the hit Dragon Ball FigtherZ video game, and Cheelai, the female Freeza Force recruit who discovered Broly and become his friend and confidant in Dragon Ball Super: Broly.Both ladies have broken out to become instant fan-favorites in recent
years. There were immediate calls for No. 21 to be adapted into official cannon once FighterZ was released — possibly as part of Dragon Ball Super revisiting the Cell Saga somehow. Fans are now only just get to know Cheelai and her surly partner Lemo, but spunky green-downs girl already has fans appealing for her, Lemo, and Broly
to get their own spinoff, while the subject of a Broly/Cheelai 'ship is currently one of the more debated topics of the franchise.1commentsPractically speaks, the concept behind this fan-art is pretty far out there because there would be no reason for No. 21 and Cheelai to ever fill. Like, ever. It's unclear if Dr. Gero's Androids can even fuse
with an organic life form - let alone a stranger like Cheelai. Even if that were possible, it would be hard to see what the upside of the fusion would be No. 21. Sure, Android 21 has Buu's penchant for turning powerful fighters (or just anyone should get) into pieces of food for consumption - which would certainly be what happens to Cheelai if
Android 21 came looking for a Broly meal. In fact, a dragon ball Super Android Saga with 21 that eventually pulled Broly (and Cheelai) into the mix would be pretty awesome, now that we're thinking about it... Do you agree? Dragon Ball Super: Broly is out now. Dragon Ball Super is currently airing his English dub on Adult Swim during the
Toonami block Saturday nights at 9:30pm .m. It's also available to stream on Funimation and Amazon Video. The Japanese language release is available to stream on FunimationNOW, VRV and Crunchyroll. Android 21 - Dragon Ball FanartRoyalty Free License 3D Modeling3D Print ModelingLow-poly ModelingRiggingSkinningUV
mappingTexturingAnimatingHire me3D model formats Help letdie1414Kyoffie12R077 1 sakimichandandonfugaAxsens wuau que gran dibujo de androide 21 de dragon ball es asombroso y fantastico to felicito mucho genzoman es un granny trabajoHotstreak2k3 Edited Aug 23, 2019Android 21: So Soul's name), ready to get back to work?

 Human Being (Chuckle) You know my baby: Always love working with you. ☺ ️Cute but I like her in her majin form the bestLooks great! You have to make something with her in her real Majin form! ThePhoenixKing32Oct 12, 2017Great work I hope you're okThe Beta hasn't even come out yet and she already has her own fanart file
LOLNice in this universe that doesn't apply ISILuvSmexyShowgirlsSep 28, 2017I wonder if we'll be able to play if her is in the game? Also, I really hope we'll get Toppo, Jiren, Caulifla, and Hit as playable fighters in this game! Really love how she smirks &lt;3woah, good job and I hope you're ok. n_n... 21, I WON, SUCC MAH DIQ, SUCC
MAH DICC, YEAAAAAHTORIYAMA-SAN DO IT AGAIN twitter.com/loneru...Page 2twitter.com/loneru... Android 21 is one of the best Dragon Ball creations of a game, topping both Towa and Mira of Xenoverse fame. She first showed up in Dragon Ball Fighterz, a more Marvel Vs Capcom style fighter rather than one that is free-roaming,
like the Xenoverses. It has helped add a new dynamic for a franchise that feels like it sets the same type of game every other year. What makes her such a fan favorite are the split personalities who have the character, how she fights in the game, and her looks play a role as well (both shapes look cool). We're going to take a look at some
fan art that Android 21 would even love. 9 You look nice This is one of the least male looking Android 21 pics, especially from her in her Majin form. She doesn't look threatening at all and looks like someone who's going to flirt with you at a bar. That look on her face is both alluring and deeply introspective. On the outside, she looks
playful, but you know the thoughts that go through her head are the opposite. Given what we know about the character, those thoughts center around how you taste. Some guy will go into thinking he gets lucky, just to get turned into a cupcake. CooliSushi does a really good job of capturing her playful and seductive side in that way. 8
Majin Pin-Up Android 21 looks like she's a pin-up on a poster or in a calendar here, Esther-Shen focuses on the character's sexuality about everything else. It's not a bad call considering who we're talking about. She looks like someone who can attract any man or girl in her neighborhood and turned them into a delightful treat with ease.
Just look at that smirk she has, look from someone who knows what they're doing. These are the little things about the piece we already love. The way the light reflects her bracelets and earrings is incredible. The added pink color to her hair is also a very nice touch, which makes it look like it's layered. The elaborate nails are another nice
addition, making her look like she can tear you apart if she wanted to. 7 Scientist Here's Android 21 in her good condition, or human form, looks like the scientist she is. She looks like she's listening to someone here patiently, possibly of the Z fighters. From the look on her face, it doesn't as she necessarily agrees with what they're talking
about, feels like she knows best. What's really neat here is how FlamexSilver includes a shadow in his work. It's something few artists add, instead drawing as if their body parts aren't casting a shadow. You have to respect them not drawing this side of her as a model because it doesn't fit her character at all. She's more of a mother who
never experienced adulthood. 6 Delicious this is the first piece that Android 21 likes one of her beloved sweets, this time a cupcake with a whole strawberry on top. She looks at it as if she could open the whole thing, wrapper and all. Papermoon92 is also the first person to include her tail, something that's pretty complicated for her
character, making her more than just a Buu with boobs. The coolest part about the art is that it's drawn in a way that makes it look like a Valentine's Day card. From how the backdrop is a square, to the smile on her face, and how the words are phrased, making it seem like she's talking about the person making the card. 5 Get into my
Parlor Full Body photos of Majin Android 21 where she's not nearly naked, that's why we give special credit to JuneReito. While the watermark to its deviant art page plastered everywhere is a bit extreme, distracting from the image itself, it doesn't take away from the quality. This image looks like something that would be used for
promotional art, exuding the exact personality of the character. The way she points to the person looking at the art is perfect, which makes it seem like she's challenged them to a fight. Want to make sure they're worthy of being eaten by her. 4 Angry That look in her eyes is something anyone who has seen in a relationship with a woman.
It's the glamour that tells you that you've screwed up now, only to apologize or get out of dodge as quickly as possible. It's the perfect look at a character who can be overtaken on her evil side the longer she goes without feeding, especially with the red background. Although not too sexual, the only downside to this art is that Sanefox feels
the need to enlarge her breasts just a little too much. It's not terrible, just a little distracting from the rest of the piece. 3 Weakling While she's a character who doesn't hide her sexuality, it's not the only trait she has. So few fan art seems to go beyond that, an unfortunate byproduct of most female characters. Alas, Kasai helps catch more of
the arrogant and dismissive side of the character. There are great many times during the game that she makes Cell look humble by comparison. That look on her face says all you need to know, whoever challenges her isn't worth her time, not even worth a snack, let alone a full-blown meal. You can only imagine the person punching
someone like Krillin, Dragon Balls resident. Pure power talk of rare things, action shots of Android 21 are in offer. There is such a scant pair considering how powerful she is in the games universe and how aggressive she can be in her Majin form. Nyusho is trying to fill some of that void, providing this excellent piece of her ready to hurt a
growing ball of energy at her enemies. That energy is the real star of the piece, overshadown even Android 21. The way the energy crackles around her is so like the show, giving it such an authentic look. The energy ball looks like it's glowing, slowly expanding the longer you stare at it. The layers used in it are truly amazing. 1 Good and
bad the contrast between both sides of Android 21 is on full display here. You have the more maternal and sweet human side, sitting cross-legged, casually eating her favorite treat, a macaroon. Way it glows let's know that probably isn't a surprise you'll get down to your local bakery. On the other hand, you have the destructive Majin,
energy balls in both of her hands, ready to destroy whoever dares to get in her way. That look of psychotic dwelling on her face is also incredible. The way the energy sparkles out of her hands is awe-in awe-inducing, blending so seamlessly into the background. Aldgerrelpa does a fantastic job with the art. This piece encapsles the hunger
of Android 21 in the most humorous way possible. Can you imagine his pass finishing a fight with a fully propelled Goku and defeating him by the narrowest of margins, but rather than finishing him off, she takes the time to consider which surprise he would taste best than? This makes the process look almost cute, especially with the tiny
crumb on her chest and the grind on her cheek. Beyond just the humor of it, the way iVorare designed her hair is out of this world. It's so flowing and detailed, said that they took 3 hours to do. Those hours paid off in spades, creating one of the best fan art photos of the characters you'll find. NEXT: Dragon Ball: 10 Amazing Cosplay of
Android 21 Next DC: 10 Must-Read Comics from 2020 Related Topics Lists fan art Dragon Ball Dragon Ball FighterZ FighterZ
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